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1. OVERALL OBJECTIVE:  
What your character wants from life more than anything that considers all the scenes in the entire 
script. The OVERALL OBJECTIVE is phrased as a universal human need or mission. The 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE is always a primal need, one that is relatable and emotionally driven. 
This means, in some way, the heart has to be in jeopardy.  
 
2. SCENE OBJECTIVE: 
 What your character wants from the other character over the course of a whole scene. This must 
support the OVERALL OBJECTIVE. The SCENE OBJECTIVE, different from the OVERALL 
OBJECTIVE, is always phrased as wanting to get something from the other character. In this way, 
you will always be proactive in your attempt at achieving your SCENE OBJECTIVE.  
 
3. OBSTACLES: 
The physical, emotional and mental hurdles that make it difficult for your character to achieve his 
or her OVERALL and SCENE OBJECTIVE. You first consider the character on the page’s 
OBSTACLES, and then when doing your personalizations (the next steps), add the OBSTACLES 
that makes sense to those choices.   
 
4. SUBSTITUTION:  
Endowing the other actor in the scene with a person from your real life who makes you need your 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE and/or your SCENE OBJECTIVE with more history, urgency and 
desperation. This way you have all the rich and diverse layers that a real need from a real person 
will give you.  
 
5. INNER OBJECTS: 
The images you see in your mind about a person, place, thing or event – there’s always a natural 
movie that passes behind our eyes when we speak, or when we listen. The images you use should 
make sense to the OBJECTIVES and SUBSTITUTION. Everything must be filled in with 
INNER OBJECTS so we are activating a true human response.  
 
6. BEATS AND ACTIONS: 
A BEAT is a thought. Every time there’s a change in thought, there’s a BEAT change. ACTIONS 
are the mini-OBJECTIVES attached to each BEAT that supports the SCENE OBJECTIVE and 
therefore, the OVERALL OBJECTIVE. An ACTION is phrased as trying to get the other person 
to do or feel something, so that you can accurately respond to whether or not you are getting it, 
providing. different tactics in getting what you want. 
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7. MOMENT BEFORE:  
The event that happens before you begin the scene (or before the director yells “action!”) which 
gives you a place to move from, both physically and emotionally. It provides the how and why, 
triggering with great urgency the need to get your SCENE OBJECTIVE. You choose an event 
that emanates from information based in the script, but you use your life in practicality of doing 
it. It should support and make sense to the personalizations you’ve made in your inner work.  
 
8. PLACE AND FOURTH WALL: 
Using PLACE and FOURTH WALL means that you endow the physical environment with 
attributes from a PLACE from your real life to create privacy, intimacy, history, meaning, and 
reality. The PLACE and FOURTH WALL must support and make sense with your 
personalizations.   
 
9. DOINGS: 
The handling of props, which produces behavior that allow for us to regroup, find safety, collect 
ourselves, make a statement, expose or hide what we are really thinking, reveal a character’s 
weaknesses and vices, etc. DOINGS also adds weight to the scene, because when we are in high-
stakes circumstances it’s hard to be still. 
 
10. INNER MONOLOGUE: 
The dialogue that’s going on inside your head that you don’t – and in most cases shouldn’t –speak 
out loud. Essentially anything you can’t say out loud without some version of consequences. The 
INNER MONOLOGUE must be voiced in your head with detail and in full sentences and 
generally are informed by your INNER OBJECT choices.  
 
11. PREVIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES: 
A person’s history. The accumulation of life experiences that determines who they are – why and 
how they operate in the world in the way that they have been written on the page. First you do 
this for the character, then you personalize the character’s PREVIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES with 
what makes sense to your life, thus, comprehending more fully the layers of what makes a human 
being do what they do, without judgement.  
 
12. LET IT GO: 
Acting is not a set of intellectual exercises. Although the Chubbuck Technique does use an actor’s 
intellect, it is a way to recreate true human behavior, and it takes a lot of work to authenticate the 
real human experience. However, once you’ve completed all the steps, you have to trust the work 
you’ve done and then … LET IT GO. This will allow for organic impulses and surprises of 
thought and behavior so you have the freedom to truly become, in full glory, the character. And 
this is where the fun begins.  


